Introduction
In the present paper we consider the existence of solutions of the functional-differential equations of the form (I) < z(x,y) = (¡0 (x,y)
for (x,y) tS z^y (x»y) = f^y^Cx.y.z^AgCx.y.z^Cx,.)),
A 5 (x,y,Zy(»,y))) for almost all (x,y) € D.
The existence of solutions of (I) is reduced to finding fixed points of an appropriate defined operation S.
In this paper we investigate some properties of this operation S and we shall prove an existence theorem for (I). (The definition of an operation S is based on the results presented in £4]). -105 -Let us denote by R n an rb-dimensional Euclidean space with the norm ||x|| = max^x^l,... , ||x Q ||) and by C 0 (P) the space of all continuous functions u ,t P --R Q with the porm J[u|| 0 = = max (||u(x,y)||t (x,y)eP).
Rotations and assumptions
By C^(P) we will mean the space of equivalence classes of all functions v t ]? -*R n , such that the function v(«,y)j i[-!a,a] a x-v(x f y) e H n is continuous for almost all ye[-|S,jb] and v(x,.) i [-/3,b] 9 y-»v(x,y) e R n is measurable for x e [-<x»a] and such that b H^ = J max|||v(x,y)||i xe[-oc,a]l dy <°o .
Similarly by C2(P) we denote the space of all functions w : P -• R n such that the function w(»,y) t [-d s a]ax -w(x,y)e €R n is measurable and w(x,.) j [-/3,b] 3 y -w(x,y) e R n is continuous for almost all xe[-ot,a] and such that a (|w|| 2 = / max{||w(x,y)||t ye[-/J,bj}dx<oo .
-c( As in [1] we can verify that (C n CP),H•fl^) and (C 2 (P), ¡•Kg) are Banach spaces.
The class of all continuous functions (pi G -~R n possed<P dV sing the bounded partial derivatives and such that ||£C 2 (G) and-l^eG^CG) is denoted by$. For given let
Similarly, we define the spaces C^y(P) and C 2 X (P By a modulus of continuity d(<?) we understand a continuous and increasing function from R + ={(>eR into R + with d(O) = 0. On account of S(Hm)c:w, the set W * <t > -It follows from definition of the set W that it is conditionaly compact, bounded, closed and convex in the space -115 -L (D). Furthermore S(W)c 8(H^) c W. Consequently, from Schauder's fixed point Theorem it follows now that there exists a point g Q e V such that S(g Q ) = g Q . Thus the proof is completed.
Existence of solutions for the problem (I)
By the solution of (I) we mean the function z : P absolutely continuous on D and such that 1° z(x,y) = </>(x,y), z^(x,y) = y^(x,y), Z-^ix.y) = p^(x,y)
for (x,y) e G s,< 2° z" (x,y) = fix.y.A^x.yjZj.AgCx.yjZ^Cx,.)), A 3 (x,y,z^(*,y) almost everywhere on D.
We precede the proof of the existence Theorem by two Lemmas. for (x,y) e D.
Proof, Let z* be the solution of the equation (I). Consequently, for almost all (x,y) E D (3.1) (z*)!^, = f(x,y,A 1 (x,y,z*),A 2 (x,y,(z*)^(x,.)), A3( X ,y,( Z *)' y (.,y})) . 
